Abstract

The field of natural language processing (aka NLP) is an intersection of the study of linguistics, computation and statistics. The primary goal of NLP is automated understanding of the semi-structured language that humans use. This study stems application in diverse fields like semantic analysis, summarization, text classification and the like. The domain natural language processing is a fledgling domain with no concrete indication of when it will mature. Compared to well established domains like “Study of Algorithms”, NLP is yet in its emerging period and hence there’s dearth of a concise piece of literature that elaborates on the phases of NLP and lists different techniques that can be adapted. NLP borrows heavily from foundational subjects of study like statistics, probability theory and theory of computation. In this paper, we describe three phases of natural language processing namely, language modelling, parts-of-speech tagging and parsing, outlining the approaches used that can be used.
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